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percent of French Canadas population speaks French as a mother

tongue and _______ to the Roman Catholic faith. (02/12)A) caters

B) adheres C) ascribes D) subscribes2. The club will ________ new

members the first week in September. (02/1)A) enroll B) subscribe

C) absorb D) register 3. You should ________ to one or more

weekly magazines such as time, or Newsweek. (01/6)A) ascribe B)

order C) reclaim D) subscribe4. If you want this pain killer, youll

have to ask the doctor for a ______.(98/1)A) receipt B) recipe C)

subscription D) prescription5. On weekends my grandma usually

__________ a glass of wine. (97/1)A) subscribes to B) engages in C)

hangs on D) indulges inWarrant(4次)1. The most important

____for assessment in this contest is originality of design. (03/9)A)

threshold B) partition C) warrant D) criterion2. If you dont

________ the children properly, Mr. Chiver, theyll just run riot.

(02/1)A) mobilize B) warrant C) manipulate D) supervise 3. The

director gave me his ________ that he would double my pay if I did

my job well. (01/1)A) warrant B) obligation C) assurance D)

certainty 4. Every member of society has to make a ______ to

struggle for the freedom of the country. (99/6)A) pledge B) warranty

C) resolve D) guaranteeSpeculate(3次)1. The person who _______

this type of approach for doing research deserves our praise.

(02/12)A) originated B) speculated C) generated D) manufactured2.



Already the class is ________ about who our new teacher will be.

(02/1)A) foreseeing B) speculating C) fabricating D) contemplating

3. It is difficult to _______of a plan to end poverty.(00/1)A)

speculate B) conceive C) ponder D) reckonStrengthen(3次)1. The

financial problem of this company is further ____ by the rise in

interest rates. (02/6)A) increased B) strengthened C) reinforced D)

aggravated 2. The republication of the poets most recent works will

certainly _______ his national reputation. (97/6)A) magnify B)

strengthen C) enlarge D) enhance3. Competition, they believe,

__________ the national character than corrupt it. (97/1)A)

enforces B) confirms C) intensifies D) strengthensProminent(2次)1.

I had eaten Chinese food often, but I could not have imagined how

_____ and extravagant a real Chinese banquet could be.

(03/6)A)prominent B)fabulous C)handsome D)gracious 2. Mr.

Bloom is not __________ now, but he will be famous someday.

(98/1)A) significant B) dominant C) magnificent D)

prominentProne(2次)1. Doctors are interested in using lasers as a

surgical tool in operations on people who are ____ to heart attack.

(03/6)A) infectious B) disposed C) accessible D) prone 2.

Astronauts are ____ all kinds of tests before they are actually sent up

in a spacecraft. (02/6)A) inclined to B) subjected to C) prone to D)
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